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WELSH HAUC MEETING 
 

Minutes of meeting held on the 27th Sept 2017 
 

Venue –   Mid Wales F&R HQ – Llandrindod Wells 
 

www.whauc.com 
 
 
 

 

 
 
Present 
 
SD -  Steve Daly (Interim Joint Chair) Conwy CBC 
GB -  Graham Bond (Joint Chair)            Wales & West Utilities 
MY – Michael Young (Joint Secretary) South Wales Trunk Road Agent 
 
PR -  Paul Rees    Bridgend CBC 
SH – Steve Hodges    Caerphilly CBC 
KI -    Kadie Irish    Cardiff CC 
TE – Tristan Edwards   Carillion Telent 
CC – Cliff Cleaton    Carmarthenshire CC 
GT -  Gary Thomas    Neath Port Talbot CBC 
GD - Gavin Davies    Merthyr Tydfil CBC 
IS -    Ian Smith    Mid & West Wales Fire Service 
JB -   Joanne Brocklehurst   Openreach 
JR -   James Roberts   Openreach 
JS -   Jason Smith    Openreach 
AD – Alison Davies    Rhondda Cynon Taff CBC 
PG -  Paul Gray    Vale of Glamorgan CC 
CN -  Chris Nesbitt    Vodafone 
RE -  Ross Edwards   Virgin Media 
JW -  John Wass     Virgin Media 
AF – Andrew Fripp    Virgin Media 
BB -   Ben Beachell    Welsh Government 
NL – Nicky Lewis    Dŵr Cymru Welsh Water 
LC -  Lee Connah    SP Power Systems 
RT – Richard Thomas `  Western Power Distribution 
 
 
Apologies 
 
Jonathan Williams    Yotta 
Huw Thomas     Western Power Distribution 
Dean Howard    Swansea CC 
Gail Davies     South Wales Trunk Road Agent 
Mandy Jordan    Severn Trent 
Phil Parry     Powys CC 
Stacey Williams    Morgan Sindall 
Steven King     North and Mid Wales Trunk Road Agent (NMWTRA) 
Caroline Parker    Network Rail 
Alan Jones     Anglesey CC 
Andrea Capel    Dŵr Cymru Welsh Water (Joint Secretary) 
Ed Evans     CECA Wales 

http://www.whauc.com/
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Tina Davenport    Denbighshire CC 
Darren Roberts    Dee Valley Water 
Mike Jones     North and Mid Wales Trunk Road Agent (NMWTRA) 
Mike Jones     Monmouthshire CBC 
Marc Owen     Pembrokeshire CC 
Alan Rainford    Virgin Media 
Samantha Brothwell    Western Power Distribution 
Richard Broome    LineSearch 
 
 
 

Item No. Subject 
 

Action 

1.0 Welcome and Introduction 
 
GB & SD welcomed everyone to today’s meeting. 
 
MDY gave an update on Ian’s recovery. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

2.0 Attendance/Apologies - Wi-fi Password - V!5it0rs999 
 
24 Attended 
 
20 Apologies 
 
 

 

3.0 Health & Safety 
 
 

 

3.1 GB Consultation on E42 driveway boards, which was circulated previously. 
Background, no national standard for footway or driveway boards, SU’s 
working to an old NG document TSP42. A WG was established and E42 
was updated and picked up on a TAL document about road plates. 
 
Consultation out there and completed and will be circulated by HAUC (UK) 
in coming weeks and should be picked up by Wales. No legislation, regs or 
standards to support it, so just advisory and guidance for manufactures to 
ensure boards are fit for purpose. 
 
Any comments back to SD & GB. 
 
BB Document does reference the DfT Traffic Advisory leaflet & needs to be 
recirculated.  
 
SH asked whether WWU still seeking TfL money for innovation? GB work 
on-going in developing new lighter boards to take heavier loads. Working 
with suppliers. WWU’s view is to try and maintain access for pedestrians on 
footways as that is the safest place for them. GB confirmed that they would 
be seeking some funding once they are a bit further along with the project. 
 
SH thought a colour coding could be a good idea to identify loading abilities. 
GB E42 tries to deal with identification to a certain extent. 
 
GB strongly recommended all to read the document. 
 
GB asked for any H&S items to be forwarded to MY for inclusion. 
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4.0 Innovation 

 

 

4.1 GB anyone working on anything they’d like to highlight? No response from 
group. 
 
GB to bring his ‘innovations team’ to next meeting for a presentation. 
 
GB Innovation can be small things like rubber feet on barriers for greater 
stability and stop OOH calls for displaced barriers. CN asked what is this 
product and where can it be sourced. GB - JSP and Oxford Plastic, most 
manufactures have it. 

 

GB spends around 500k on SLG annually to maintain. 
 
JB asked if barriers could be branded with SU colours or a badge perhaps? 
Some barriers have a built in app function that warns partially sighted road 
users to the presence of barriers ‘Kusack system’ and guides them around 
the site. One drawback was that you had to purchase their barriers. KI 
asked if that could be built in to Elgin? JR to forward a picture of these 
barriers. 
 
AF gave an example of assistance by VM to disabled road users where they 
guided the person through the site. 
 
Many organisations have a PSR of vulnerable persons; KI thought that data 
protection means HA can’t provide details to contractors to contact them 
directly. GB thought it would be beneficial to be able to contact those with 
disabilities in order to engage and best inform them of works and address 
their personal needs. GB thought it would may be good to invite Dr Robert 
Gravelle along to a future meeting to provide an update on disability issues.  
 
JB thought we should as an industry be innovating more solutions to 
problems. 
 
There was a suggestion to perhaps install some sort of light into barriers but 
GB advised that JSP had demonstrated an illuminated barrier but DfT would 
not approve. As transport is devolved then perhaps WG could decide 
whether such innovation was appropriate or not. BB no comment.  
Any innovation suggestions could perhaps go to the Welsh HAUC Strategy 
Group for consideration.  
GB – there is funding available to promote innovation so bring ideas 
forward. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

4.2 SH raised the issue around safety audits around low height comms cabinets 
installed on footway’s and should they have visible safety markings. 
TE all installations should have a job pack shared with HA’s before 
installation takes place and engage with communities. GB emphasized the 
importance of good early dialogue and communication between HA’s & 
SU’s.  
AD pointed out that an installation can be agreed by HA’s but contractors 
can and do alter if issues encountered without further discussion. TE asked 
AD to forward examples. 
 
KI advised that more security ‘rising bollards’ were being installed in Cardiff 
city centre which will restrict access to certain areas & involve some 
apparatus diversions. KI to advise of any other organisations that she needs 
to talk to. 
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5.0 Wales & West Utilities 6/10mm Surfacing Trial 

 

 

5.1 GB gave an overview around an email circulated previously 

relating to a proposed trial using enhanced materials, all fully 
compliant materials. Although the word ‘trial’ was used, all the 

materials are ‘approved’. The contractor used this enhanced 

material and the sites were cored, all passed for air voids, a few 
failed as less than 2% and asked whether HA’s would consider 

relaxing this 2% and actively core.   
 

Concerns over the new material being a denser less flexible 
material. GB responded claiming that because these patched are 

relatively small this is not too much on an issue.    
 

RE commented that this demonstrates that SU’s are innovating, 
but are being met with resistance. 

 
PG concerned over longevity of reinstatements and in time all will 

fail in some way. Case of damage limitation, PG not too concerned 
over the less than 2% air voids and if this delivers that, then all 

well and good. 

 
GB one material is the way forward and will continue to explore 

possibilities. 
 

RE asked whether HA’s still have ‘spending periods’ where monies 
have to be spent before the end of a financial year? PG 

commented that there was no money around LA’s these days for 
this. 

 

5.2 Action - JR to send link for ‘£ Contract’ documentation for 
circulation to group where Openreach will supply compounds, 

frames & covers for resurfacing schemes. 

 
Action – WWU will continue to use this approved one material and 

undertaking a coring programme on these sites. 

JR 

6.0 VM Issues & Investment plans 

 

 
 

6.1 Future examples of major investment projects. 
 

AF overview of VM resources and contacts, defining operational 
regions to oversee the project. 

 
John Wass is making his way around HA’s going through issues 

being experienced and trying to resolve. Noticing has been one 
issue, this isn’t a normal build for their contractors. Asked AD if 

situation in RCT had improved? AD advised that it has, and she 
has better understanding of things, which has made a difference 

and nothing out there that can’t be resolved. More control now 
with sites than previously. 

 
RE new installation methods have made it better than previously, 

‘narrow trenching’ so quicker build. 
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SD asked what plans for North Wales? AF advised just Wrexham 

at present. 
 

Personnel details to be provided by VM for circulation. 
 

KI thought VM could improve communication to residents when 
working in areas and cited WWU communications engagement as 

a good example. 
 

GB asked how narrow trenching was going generally? AF not really 
suitable for older surfacing areas and have to resort to traditional 

methods in those cases but otherwise achieving good results.  

 
CC experienced issues with cold reinstatements due to the 

narrowness of trenches and time taken to install from delivery. 
 

TE asked if it could be cored, RE, yes on the lateral.  
 

GB WWU looking to try this technique for gas. 
 

GB wanted to make all aware of the HAUC (UK) Broadband 
Statement that was circulated with the minutes. BB confirmed that 

Wales had accepted the advice and guidance in the document. 
 

GB advised that there is guidance on S58 in relation to broadband 
to come. 

 

Advice note produced to address things like electric cars, smart 
metering and alterations for smart meters. 

 
PG commented that a lot of co-ordination is managed through 

major notices and then agreeing early starts if necessary but 
reserve the right to refuse works if they see an issue. 

 
GB expressed that in general Wales and SU’s had worked well 

together over the years and these advice notes primarily aimed to 
address London/English issues. 

 
TE highlighted that processing times for TTL varies, SD 

commented that this because of different processes within each 
authorities. Discussion ensued on TTRO’s and road closure by 

notice TTRN’s. 

 
TE highlighted the expectations of the Regulator OFCOM and their 

instructions to BT etc. GB, these have no legal standing and can’t 
make HA’s comply with regulator timescales… 
 

JB commented that there were very little issues in Wales and 
delivery of broadband here was delivering some really good 

statistics. 
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7.0 Street Manager Project 

 
 

 

 

7.1 
 
 

BB advised the group of this DfT run project, at this stage the 

project does throw up more questions than answers. 
 

BB gave an overview of the project and why EToN was no longer 
fit for purpose which was also outlined by Kainos at HAUC 

Convention in March and a DfT recommendation to overhaul the 
whole system.   

 
As the DfT own the ETS in England and Wales and this does affect 

us, ordinarily WG would keep a watching brief to see how it 
panned out, unfortunately with this, that is not possible because if 

WG do not sign up to SMP then we would have to inherit the ETS, 
so WG will have to make a decision one way or the other, there is 

no ‘do nothing’ option.     
 

There are potentially some savings on software licencing. 

 
DfT looking more towards a web based portal enabling more users 

to access with both HAs and SUs having access to the same 
system containing ‘real time’ information. 

 
The project has been split into four phases; 

Discovery (understanding issues) 
Alpha (designing a minimum viable product) 

Beta (Trailing the system) 
Live 

  
While DfT are financing the alpha phase, when it comes to beta 

WG will need to contribute to the costs. HA would then need to 
buy into the system once existing licencing agreements came to 

an end.  

 
This is a highly sensitive project and DfT have produced an update 

and WG will establish a working group to take part in the project. 
 

There will be conditions on HA’s wishing to join the project, up to 
date gazetteer and noticing their own highway works. Permit 

scheme operation is not a requirement, this may change in 
England.  

 
It is really is a case of watch this space for how this develops. 

 
RE asked about time scales, BB alpha is running to next year then 

beta in 2019 then live later that year. 
 

PG concerned about investing in new Yotta software? 

 
BB, DfT will legislate for ALL HA’s to take part in SMP in England. 
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Lunch sponsored by ??? 
  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

8.0 Investment Plans & Major Projects 
 

 

8.1 GB advised that this will be an on-going agenda item to capture things like 
VM expansion broadband roll-out, electrification, SW Metro, major schemes, 
M4 relief road etc. 
 
If anyone one has any items for this header please advise in this section. 
     

 

9.0 WG, CSS JAG, HAUC (UK) NSG & NJUG Updates 
 

 

9.1 Welsh Government Update  
 
BB apart from SMP, permit WG inching towards getting some guidance out 
shortly and a full consultation in late 2018, however no definitive time line for 
completion. 
 
AF asked if the Bristol Code of Conduct was considered? BB advised that it 
was and part of the WelTag process ensures all options are considered in 
making its business case. 
 
RE wondered why some HA’s felt the need to move towards a permit when 
he felt there was an air of co-operative working in Wales and a credit to this 
group, which was perhaps not the case in England. BB commented that as 
WG had adopted these regulation but not actively promoting them, it 
remains an option for HA’s here. 
 
Discussion on introduction of permit schemes for Wales, guidance will be 
statutory.   

 

9.2 CSS JAG 
 
SD - a lot of today’s discussion were covered at JAG, events on the highway 
and charging for access and the legal wrangling’s around this. 
 

 

9.3 HAUC (UK)  
 
BB SMP, consultation out on ‘super permits’ and exploring the potential of 
lane rental. There are two consultations, a sunset clause on existing lane 
rental regs which means if DfT did not do something the TfL scheme would 
have to end, so consulted on an extension and that has now closed. The 
second was on ‘super permits’ option.  
 
Scotland out to consultation on changes there. 
 
No more HAUC (UK) advice notes on HAUC England. 
 
Need to consider how Wales need to deal with AN’s going forward. 

 

9.4 NJUG  
 
GB nothing more than previously discussed. 
 
NJUG awards coming up. 
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9.5 NSG 
 
AC wanted to raise the utilisation of HA gazetteers for identification of tanker 
sites on the highway and added to the ASD to provide finer details of where 
these sites are in communities in emergency situations and will liaise with 
HAs so that DCWW can agree them and procedures if they need to use 
them. 
 
AC to provide details to HA of potential sites.  
 
Invite GeoPlace to a future meeting for an update presentation as they have 
not attended for some time. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
AC 
 
 
 
 

10.0 Regional Meetings & Reports  

10.1 North & Mid Wales HAUC 
 
SD - Road Show held in July, another successful event and 2018 will be the 
10th anniversary and looking for a new venue for next year. 
 
Also looking for a suitable venue to hold the NWHAUC meeting, any 
suggestions. GB offered his facilities in Colwyn Bay. 
  

 

 West Wales HAUC 
 
MDY reported that there were no burning issues out of that group with the 
next meeting in October. 
 

 

 South East Wales HAUC 
 
No update available. 

 

11.0 Actions from last meeting 
 

 

 
11.1 

3.1 - SH concerned with setting a standard. CN also has similar policies and 

‘passports to work’. SH thought it may be something needed internally. JR have 

internal qualifications and processes.SH would like a set of standards from SUs. 

Action on SH to prepare a spread sheet list, SUs to forward details to SH. 

 

SH just highlighting around what standards are in use, no further 
action required.  

 

 
 

11.2 3.4 - GB was aware of an incidence nationally where a lorry driver died after his 

vehicle with a mounted crane came into contact with an overhead cable. GB to 

share details and if anyone has similar information worth sharing please 

forward to MY for inclusion on website. 

 
GB advised that the driver did not die but the incident was still 

under investigation. 

 

11.3 3.6 - Send link out for new Openreach contacts list, JB to forward to MY for circulation with 

minutes. Everyone to check emergency contact details on Welsh HAUC website are correct 
and up to date. JB to give a presentation to the group at next meeting. ID expressed 
contact change details should be communicated ASAP. GD can all check on OD file details 
are up to date. GD recommended everyone (HAs & SUs) check OD file details, ALL to 
check details. 

 

All confirmed and an on-going action. 
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11.4 8.2 - Regional HAUC meetings are we happy with? AC are actions completed etc. not felt 
as a priority. ID urged all to express their thoughts and feelings on HAUC and Co-ord 
meetings via the questionnaire. Need to re-establish the status and effectiveness of these 
meetings. 

 
Action on ALL to feed MDY information of regional meeting dates for 
inclusion on the Welsh HAUC year planner. 
 

 
 
 
ALL 

11.5 8.3 - GB possible greater use of Elgin for co-ordination funded by WG (Simon Jones) and 
Welsh HAUC needs a strategy around this. 

 
Was discussed around SMP. Only Anglesey not participating in Elgin.  
 
Discussion on accuracy of Waze and Google traffic. 
 

 

11.6 9.3 - Details on cabinet identification, TE provided doc which was circulated shortly after 
last meeting, MDY to send again. 

 

Circulated. 
 

 

11.7 9.5 - GD to check hub, all updating. 

 
On-going. 
 

 

11.8 9.6 - MY advised on that he and MTJ had met with Elgin and looking to explore greater use 
of the product by trunk road agents. GB noted that Anglesey were conspicuous by their 
absences from coverage, GD to speak to AJ. 

 
Complete. 
 

 

11.9 9.7 - Event communication, GD/KI EToN or gazetteer, still working on it so on-going. ID 
GeoPlace pushing for this as an improvement. 

 
KI advised that the process is quite time consuming, issue referred to Yotta 
to see if they can progress so on-going. 
 

 

11.10 9.8 - RDE note with SD not cut and dried and no answer as such, Conwy & DCWW failed to 
issue RDE, whilst Welsh regs say ‘must’, it only relates to “unforeseeable” circumstances 
so not quite as straight forward as yes/no. 

 
Issue resolved. 
 

 

11.11 9.10 - KI/AR CDM note 

 
On-going. 
 

 

12.0 AOB 
 

 

12.1 SH S50s connection approval, DCWW treat these connections as private, 
but concerned that some significant DCWW apparatus and service 
connections were being installed by developers without CCBC knowledge. 
 
NL advised that she would have to investigate and get back to SH. 
 
PG advised that these service connections were licenced under S50s or 
S171 up to the point on mains connection. Sometimes these licenced areas 
were then adopted by the SU.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
NL/AC 
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SH highlighted issues with sprinkler systems and ownership. SH to consult 
with DCWW. SH wants SUs to commit to providing details of connections. 
 
Further discussions ensued. 
 
SH concerned as to who would own apparatus privately installed, group 
advised that it would be the S50/171 applicant or successor in title.  
 
SD commented that if it was a longitudinal S50 then he insists on a full width 
reinstatement as there is no legal obligation to grant but refusal of cross 
connections can be challenged.  
 
SH wanted the action to be that all SUs would meet with HAs to discuss 
connections points. GB - that would be difficult to achieve. GB thought SB 
did a presentation at South West England HAUC on this, might be good for 
the group to see that. 
 
PG advised that in the VoG a developer had installed a Calor gas network 
on a newly built estate which was about to be adopted and he queried who 
would be responsible for the gas pipe network in the estate. As no-one 
would accept responsibility the adoption process was stopped until agreed, 
eventually Calor Gas UK accepted responsibility.  
 
GB has an isolated network that is tanker fed by WWU, so not completely 
unusual. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GB 

12.2 GB poor response, MY to recirculate questionnaire for the third time. 
 

MY 

12.3 NL - DCWW Street Works Engagement Conference in LLandrindod Wells 
on 2nd November, invites going out shortly and would like to see 
representatives from all HAs attend. 
 

 

12.4 JAG have produced an Archaeology advice note which has been circulated 
and will come to Welsh HAUC for a Wales adaptation, volunteers sought to 
look at adapting a version for Wales.  
 

 

12.5 HAUC Convention 2018 will be at the Emirates Cricket Ground in Old 
Trafford, Manchester on 17th May, booking is free and now open for 
delegate registration. 
  

 

12.6 2018 Meeting dates; Wed 28th March, Wed May 23rd and Wed 7th 
November, meeting room booked. 
 

 

 
13.0 

 
Date, Time, Location of Next Meeting 
 
Wednesday 28th March 2018  
 
(Registration/Tea/Coffee from 09:30 - 10.00am Meeting Start 
 
Mid Wales Fire and Rescue HQ, Llandrindod Wells 
 
 

 

 


